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NARATIVE, THE NEW APP FOR VIDEO DESIGNERS ALL AROUND
THE WORLD, LAUNCHES TODAY IN THE APPLE APP STORE.
Accessible from 150 countries, Narative is a mobile application that allows users to
create, perform and share illustrated and personalized Live broadcasts on any
digital network.
Well-known in the world of streamers, especially with the success of Twitch, the Live
format is now spreading to all platforms.
Live is now well identified as the format for exclusivity, unedited content and
community engagement on all digital platforms.
Although the appeal of Live and its consumption on digital networks has been
growing strongly for several months, the production of Live remains complex and
very expensive for creators. The hour of broadcasting a personalized and illustrated
Live can quickly cost from several hundred to several thousand dollars.
This makes the equation difficult to solve for many creators who have no lack of
passion, ideas or talent.
The result: productions are less than average quality because the storytellers lack
the right tools that are accessible and easy to use. Even more serious many of them
are discouraged by the technical complexity.
For Jean-Marc Denoual (Co-founder of Molotov and Founder of Narative):
"Major changes in content distribution, enabling new business models in the
Creator Economy and the aspirations of the younger generations point to an
explosion in the number of video content creators... Just think, 30% of
American kids between the ages of 8 and 12 dream of becoming ... video
creators.

The market conditions are ideal to create an agile new entrant to help existing
and new creators around the world easily produce, edit, personalize and share
their live video.
Technologically complex and editorially demanding, we strongly believe in
the unique value and power of the Live format especially on digital networks."
Narative is free, with a paid option without commitment at 30 $ / month.
Narative through its free mobile application brings a solution that simplifies to the
extreme the creation, illustration, personalization and broadcasting of Live video
while significantly improving the quality of video production,
Narative was built around three main pillars:
-

Mobile Centric : Capitalize on the largest pool of "cameras" in the world:
smartphones, whose video quality is constantly increasing,

-

Cloud Centric : No additional equipment is required, the LIVE production is
totally virtualized in the cloud,

-

UX Centric : A modern and intuitive interface allowing everyone to easily
juggle between shots, illustrations and focus on the narrative rather than
understanding the directing consoles often reserved for experts,

narative has two production modes : traditional (horizontal 16/9) and a vertical
production mode called Story that is tailored to social networks and new modes of
storytelling.
Narative allows you to invite any phone/video contributor to join the video narration
from their smartphone, tablet or desktop.
Whether you want to share a Live cooking, beauty, In Real Life, DIY, Wellness or
Gaming ... Narative adapts to your desires and narrations.
Each creator can freely :
- Use inspiration models to create their Live according to their desires, passions
and the expectations of their community.
- Edit and illustrate his Live with texts, illustrations, images, videos, sounds,
skins
- Import your own images and videos to bring your story to life.
- Create your own personalized scenes.

-

Mix in Live up to 5 Live cameras coming from any phone, tablet or computer
wherever they are.
Broadcast 1 hour of Live on the digital network of your choice (Twitch,
Youtube, Facebook, TikTok ...).

The 30 $ / month paying option (with no commitment period) will allow you to
benefit from more options, in particular :
- to broadcast a live production without time limit,
- to benefit from more skinning and personalization options,
- to broadcast simultaneously on several digital networks (for example to
broadcast simultaneously on Youtube and Facebook)

NARATIVE CREATES « THE STUDIO »…
In order to exploit all the creative potential offered by the platform's unique
technology, Narative launches "The Studio".
The Studio aims to support all creators in their projects, to provide them with
technical and / or editorial resources, to create custom Live formats but also to
create original content taking advantage of the unique assets of Narative: flexibility,
mobility and agility, all in economic conditions adapted to the digital economy.
Producers, streamers, directors, motion designers, journalists, etc. All the talents are
gathered in the Studio in order to best accompany creators, small and large, in the
creation of unique, exciting, innovative and engaging Lives. Whether you are an
expert creator or a beginner in Live, The Studio adapts to your needs, your desires
and will accompany you in your future success.

On this occasion Narative is delighted to announce the arrival of Emmanuelle
Quenin who will take over the direction of "The Studio”.
Emmanuelle worked for ten years as a producer of flow and entertainment within
the Elephant group. In parallel to her production activities, she has been in charge
of the group's digital strategy since 2016. And in 2017 she created and produced
the 100% digital news media Monkey.
Emmanuelle then joined Salto in 2020 to take care of the strategy and
communication of the programs, before joining the Narative adventure.

…AND ANNOUNCES AN EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIP WITH
INFOGRAPIK

If Live is the gateway to seduce creators, whether beginners or experts, Narative's
ambition is to build with and for creators a whole Creator Economy ecosystem
by offering them new services to improve and facilitate the creation of their video
content.
The signing of an exclusive partnership between Infograpik and Narative illustrates
this desire to ensure that users find true satisfaction in setting up their stream / Live
video identity and in sharing ever more visually rich and engaging content.
Infograpik is a premium creative agency specialized in design for streamers /
content creators. Its specialty is to build identities that look like you and are unique.

The agreement provides for the creation by Infograpik exclusively for the narative
application of unique and increasingly elaborate packages.
A professional setup
According to Terence Choquez President of Infograpik:
"A stream from a mobile app is not incompatible with a pro stream, on the
contrary. Infograpik and narative are joining forces so that in just a few minutes
you can set up a stream that offers a pleasant and personalized experience for
all your viewers and communities. Infograpik packs will be available in early
2022 exclusively in the narative app. Stay tuned!"
Created in March 2021 by Jean-Marc Denoual (Co-founder of Molotov and founder
of Narative) Quentin Renard and Marc Ferry, Narative also announces that it has
closed a first round of financing of €1 Million ($1,15 Million) from private
investors during the summer of 2021.

Contact : contact@narative.io

